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>> Hello, this is Sharon Lewandowski, Domestic Abuse Program Coordinator at the Department of Children and Families. On behalf of myself and my colleague, Katelyn Tolliver, I would like to welcome you to the latest webinar in the series on providing welcoming, equitable and inclusive services for the LGBTQ population. As many of you are aware, it is a grant requirement for DCF funded programs to receive annual training on this topic. DCF partners with End Abuse and Diverse and Resilient each year to create a fresh, new webinar-based training that meets this requirement. As always, we are grateful for Kathy Flores' experience and philosophy, which she so graciously shares. And this year, we are also thankful to incorporate the experience of Courtney Olson and Rainbow House. So, staff may watch the year's new webinar, or view one of the previous LGBTQ webinars that are archived on the End Abuse website either as a refresher or to watch it for the first time if you haven’t seen it. I also want to remind DCF Funded programs that new staff should watch the three core webinars on LGBTQ information and accessibility during their initial training period. This requirement only needs to be completed once, and meets the obligation of new staff for the contract period. The three core webinars are, number one, LGBTQ 101, Concepts and Terminology, number two, Creating a Welcoming and Inclusive Environment and Services, and number three, Development and Maintenance of Policies Prohibiting Harassment of LGBTQ People. We strive to make all of these webinars as interactive, relevant and engaging as possible. I encourage programs to watch together as a staff and discuss afterwards how you can use some of the key learnings to make your programs ever more truly responsive to the needs of the LGBTQ population. Please contact your DCF grant administrator with any specific questions you have about meeting this or other grant requirements. And finally, it's my hope that these webinar-based trainings are more than just a way to meet a grant requirement. As Kathy Flores has always taught me, by bringing the most marginalized to the center of our services and anti-oppression work and bringing the collective power of those most impacted by the program to be truly core to all of our strategies, policies and solutions, we will, indeed, help ensure that we meet the needs of all survivors. And now, I'd like to turn this over to our presenters. Thank you.
>> Thank you so much, Sharon. And I want to thank the Department of Children and Families and End Abuse for continuing to host these webinars so that we can provide more information about how to be inclusive and welcoming in our shelter programs and programs serving survivors. Hello, my name is Kathy Flores, and I am with Diverse and Resilient, and I am with the Room to Be Safe Program. At Diverse and Resilient, our mission is to achieve health equity and improve the safety and well-being of LGBTQ people in Wisconsin. We are a public health agency that focuses on the health of LGBTQ people in Wisconsin and we utilized evidence-based interventions that address both health disparities that exist around the community and safety. Health disparities around HIV or sexually-transmitted infections, alcohol and other drug misuse and social and reproductive health. We also have an anti-violence program that began in 2016 and has recently expanded to not only be state-wide but to have some focus in Milwaukee and northeast Wisconsin, as well. We address why these disparities exist, looking at key determinants of health as major contributors. You will hear that LGBTQ people have higher rates of binge drinking, drug use, homelessness, aggression and things like that. But these disparities should be noted that they do not exist because a person is LGBTQ. They are a result of the oppressive systems and stress that is acted upon LGBTQ people every day. We have also have a focus on our expertise around compassion building, which is part of what is happening here with this webinar. So, our Room to Be Safe program logo is on your screen right now. And you will notice that we have added the black and brown colors of the rainbow flag to be more inclusive of communities of color within LGBTQ work at Diverse and Resilient. We focus and we center our work around LGBTQ people of color, because we know that systems were predominantly designed to serve white people in communities that include domestic violence and sexual violence services. So, we don’t run any risk of not serving white people well by focusing on serving people of color. Because we already know how to serve white folks. And now, we really need to make sure our systems are doing a better job of serving people of color and for us as LGBTQ people. The Room to Be Safe resource line provides LGBTQ support via the phone. We provide safety planning with providers and we provide co-advocacy to programs as well. We offer resources and referrals. And we are the only line specific in Wisconsin to serve LGBTQ survivors with an LGBTQ advocate answering the calls. The number is on your screen at 414-856-LGBT. And again, that is a state-wide number. And our website is roomtobesafe.org if you want to look or if you want to read about our other information and other programs that we have besides technical assistance and learn more online. So, just a note about language. This is not an LGBTQ 101 as Sharon had mentioned, but if you want to have an LGBTQ 101 and it is actually required of all of your new staff, see the End Abuse website and we have the link listed here on our PowerPoint, as well. However, having said that, I do want to just stop for a minute and talk about gender identity and gender expression. Because we're going to be talking about gender and [inaudible] and how everybody in an inclusive way. So, we want to get a little bit of an understanding, a little more of an understanding about what the terminology that I might be using and talking about. So, for example, gender identity is expressed as internal and deeply held sense of their own gender. And gender expression can be presented through ones name, their pronouns, clothing, behavior, voice or other characteristics. It is noted, and it should be noted, that oftentimes, people think that they know somebody's gender identity based on how somebody is expressing their gender. And we want to make sure to spell that out within our programs that we are not stereotyping based on what we think somebody is presenting as but we really need to listen to the survivor we're working with and the person that we're working with who will tell us more about their gender and possibly their sexual orientation. So, gender expression also includes the discussion around transgender communities. And transgender is kind of an umbrella term that has been used for gender identity and gender expression when it is different from what has been typically associated with assigned sex at birth. So, we were all assigned a sex at birth. For transgender people, that just means at some point in their life, the recognized that that is not the gender that they align with and that, therefore, they identify often as transgender. They may not identify as transgender, but that is the term that is an umbrella term for within the transgender community. And gender nonconforming or non-binary, as you might hear, refers to people who do not follow other people's ideas or stereotypes of how they should look or act based on female or male sex that they were assigned at birth or stereotype or gender roles that we have in society. Understanding someone's gender expression also includes that we’re going to be using language. You might hear me say QTPOC, which stands for Queer and Transgender People of Color. And when I say Cisgender, that means that it's a term for people whose gender identity and gender expression aligns with those typically associated with their assigned sex at birth. So, that is somebody who does not identify as transgender. Their sex assignment is not of the transgender. It's important to remember again that we cannot figure someone out just by looking at them. I want to reiterate that again, because we have been taught to rely on stereotypes to help us identify somebody as part of the LGBTQ community. And just, you know, most survivors don’t have the same financial resources as some of the celebrities that you have seen who have come out about being transgender. Which means they have less access to hormones, they have less access to medical, medical interventions and other things that access for people with gender identity or gender expression that may be different than what they were assigned at birth. So, the Vogue magazine cover of a trans woman who is a famous celebrity, for example, should not be what you expect to be working with when you're working with trans people. Trans people be coming into your program with all different variations of how they are going to present to you. So, because of this, we want to make sure that we're not making assumptions nor relying on information that is, know, documented wrong, or charted wrong on an intake form. So, at Diverse and Resilient, one of the things that we pride ourselves in is that we do really, really great research with LGBTQ communities. We've been doing this for over 20 years. Most recently in the last five years we have been surveying individuals who attend Milwaukee Pridefest and that's the date of that in front of you right now. And I will go through this a little bit to show you the startling results that we got at this last year's [inaudible]. So, about 951 LGBTQ people are the people that answered these questions. We removed Cisgender, heterosexual identifying people from the survey so we could just have a very good look at who identified here. This year, we asked about overall violence and I think even we were surprised to see that the overall violence rates are much higher than we expected. Because we asked about all forms of violence. Seventy-nine percent of LGBTQ folks at this festival that took this survey identified that they have experienced one or more type of violence. One or more types of violence in their lives. So, again, that intersection of oppression with identity and intimate partner violence makes the link here very clear. Because this might not all, and we're going to speak from the numbers below, it's not all intimate partner violence. Although, some of that might be, as well. The biggest form of violence that we see folks reporting is online harassment. Forty-nine percent of LGBTQ people taking the survey reported online harassment followed by hate violence, 34% of individuals experiencing hate violence or community violence. And that's something that you might see on the news, you might not see any news about that at all. But that is something that will often get much more news than the other forms of violence within the LGBTQ community. Thirty-four percent have also experienced having sexual violence in their lives and 26% reported having intimate partner violence experiences. Twenty-seven percent, staking and then 12% experienced hookup violence or violence as a result of a one time sexual experience. And 11% have identified as having financial abuse. When we look at the question, which of the following, which of the following would you feel most comfortable seeking services from, those numbers are rather startling. Because we have 81% of our community has identified that they would go to an LGBTQ organization first and sometimes only, over a mainstream organization for domestic violence and sexual violence organization. And the reasoning for that is not because you’re not doing great work sometimes. The reasoning for that is historical trauma that has happened to the LGBTQ community in these programs. And especially in programs that haven’t always been really accepting of other genders and other sexual identities. That damage that happened gets spread throughout the LGBTQ communities and we have this sense of family within these communities that we would rather take care of ourselves rather than risk [inaudible] providers. And so, this calls upon our program to do more to be welcoming and to do more to do outreach within the LGBTQ community. Because if you are a program that is serving LGBTQ people then I would argue that you also be a program that's LGBTQ survivors. But if you want to do this effectively, and inclusively, this is part of why we're here today is to try to change these numbers to help LGBTQ folks not only feel comfortable and sheltered but also help them shelter themselves with accountability and making changes within themselves. And it is, we're at an all-time crisis, especially for transgender women of color. As of today in 2019, we have seen actually 19 homicides, unfortunately. I'm sorry the number on your screen is wrong. It was recorded. This, these PowerPoint slides were recorded months ago and since then we have had even more homicides of transgender women of color and I did not get a chance to update the slides. But I will tell you, it is now 19 homicides of trans women of color. And in 2017, all of the transgender people killed, of all of the transgender people killed, 87% of them were transgender women and 95% of them were transgender women of color. So we are not only experiencing a crisis within the LGBTQ community, but again, this highlights why we have to center our work around LGBTQ and especially queer and trans QTPOC people of color. Because of the rates of violence that are highly, highly uneven compared to their white counterparts. However, in Wisconsin we are seeing, we're seeing a sad trend that is new within this last year. Typically in Wisconsin we have maybe one homicide, if that, of intimate partner violence within the LGBTQ community. Since August of last year, right after we recorded our last webinar, we have actually had five homicides that we know of. There are a couple of cases that we're still looking at that might be intimate partner homicides within the LGBTQ community. And as you can see in Wisconsin, the numbers here are outweighing in that we have a lot of male individuals that have been killed by either a partner, a current partner or a former partner or somebody that they met as the result of a hookup. We have one lesbian and she's a woman of color from Milwaukee and we see all the names are here before you because we want to make sure that we highlight them and we can't tell you their stories. We don’t have time to tell you their stories today, but it is very concerning and part of why I wanted to bring this up in this webinar with you today is because of sometimes there is still resistance about serving other genders other than Cisgender women in your shelter programs. And we are at a crisis in Wisconsin for gay men who not only do not seek services from our local domestic violence shelters bur also just may not feel, they may not even know that those services are there to help them. And so, we ask that programs really take this very seriously and on this webinar we're going to give you tools. And we’re always available for technical assistance. Even after this webinar. To help you serve all genders more equally in your shelters. And we hope next year that there will be no LGBTQ people who have lost their lives as a result of intimate partner violence. Let's talk a little bit about why that exists. There are a number of barriers but structural barriers, specifically I want to talk about. So, this is kind of the meat and potatoes of why we do what we do because the outside world is going to continue to discriminate and continue to fight against that expression. But we really hope that at least their domestic violence and sexual violence programs will get it right and start fighting that oppression. In Wisconsin, I will say, we are the first state to pass employment protection on the basis of sexual orientation. And that was in 1981 and it was under a republican governor. However, fast forward to today and many states, including Wisconsin, now have statewide protection systems transgender or [inaudible] people. We have about five communities in Wisconsin that have laws that protect trans and gender nonconforming people and employment accommodation. But only five. And that's probably the whole state. So, we see employment discrimination. And again, state laws and local protections are uneven and unequal that can send a confusing message to a survivor who may be in a shelter program in one part of the state where there are protections for them, but then there are in another part of the state where there are not protections and it should not be up to the survivor to figure out where it's safe and not safe. Every domestic violence, every domestic violence program should be safe for trans survivors. For all survivors. And programs were designed predominantly for heterosexual Cisgender women, you know, the movement in the '60s and '70s. Although there were a lot of lesbians who were and lesbians and bisexual women who were part of beginning this movement, on campus around rape and assault, sexual assault, but also domestic violence shelters as their defenses sprang up in Wisconsin through the '70s and '80s. But those were designed for heterosexual women because at that time, that was what we knew, that was who we knew to be victims of violence and we didn’t really have a good understanding of other genders and we didn’t have a good understanding of how this was impacting the LGBTQ community. We also have screening that allows, you know, allows you to access shelters creating conflicts of interest for the survivor and the LGBTQ community in general. Other barriers that we have are the support groups were designed specifically for heterosexual Cisgender women. If you do a search in this state of LGBTQ specific survivor support groups. There aren’t many. There aren’t many at all. We have one in [inaudible] Wisconsin. We have one now in Milwaukee. Other than that, we really don’t have any specific survivor support for LGBTQ individuals. And very few support groups that are happening in shelter programs are inclusive of all survivors. Most shelter programs – I won’t say most. A lot of the shelter programs that I have seen are women's support groups, women survivor support groups, women's this, women's that. And so, for somebody that, those men that we just talked about who lost their lives, where would they go to have a support group? There really is not anything designed for that. survivors having to educate providers about their identity, this is why we encourage these webinars so that when a survivor comes to you, you don’t have to ask them these difficult questions about their identity and they don’t have to spend their time educating you. And agencies not being public about their support. Often, I have heard from agencies who are concerned about being public because they feel that it might cause them to lose funding in their community and they don’t want to be identified as an LGBTQ supportive space. That just furthers the disparities for LGBTQ survivors and it puts survivors at further risk when they are still concerned about what people think about our programming. So, we need people to come out and be publicly in support of LGBTQ survivors. There's a fear of being outed or being out. We have, still, in 2019, yes we have survivors who are not comfortable or not safe to be out in their workplace and in their home community. And all you have to do is turn or actually do a Google search every single day right now of LGBTQ violence and you will find a new form of violence that has happened to somebody, somebody that's been victimized somewhere. And the rhetoric that happens across our country continues to just fuel that violence. And so, we don’t see people being more comfortable being out any time soon. In fact, we see more people talking about having to be closeted. And there is a myth that in LGBTQ relationships that the violence is mutual. I've unfortunately been in the courtroom where I heard a judge with two men where both were arrested because we know dual arrests happen sometimes, unfortunately. And this was a clear case of a victim and an offender. And the judge said, well, you know, boys will be boys. And that was a real signal to us that, that one, he dismissed this violence as intimate partner violence and he did not see it as equal to the heterosexual community. And he just thought it was like two brothers fighting when it was actually two partners who were together. Other structural barriers, you know, we have violence within our community and we have violence as a result of the homophobic, biphobic and transphobic, and I will say, heterosexist, which heterosexist just means the assumption that everybody is heterosexual society. And it creates a different context for the violence. And sometimes that creates a conflict within our relationships. Because to leave a relationship that's abusive in the LGBTQ community often means then you might have to be put back out into a world where you don’t have any support system. We know that LGBTQ communities are very small. And sometimes a survivor leaving an abusive relationship may lose their entire community because of the fact that these communities are so small. There's also the sense of not wanting to bring shame to communities. This is especially true of survivors of color. There are a lot of stereotypes about violence around LGBTQ people of color. And sometimes people don’t want to call attention to that for fear that they're going to be bringing shame onto the community. And this is another example of where trauma plays into it. Because when we already have trauma about what has happened to us, shame often walks hand-in-hand with that trauma. And then we think we're responsible for the entire community because we might have to tell about something that's happened within the community. And again, you know, our communities are just surprisingly small. Survivors may not want to come to programs because they may know people that are working in those programs. We see a lot of LGBTQ folks in helping professions. Child protective services, social workers and things like that. And it makes it very difficult for them to be able to come to the program and be able to get help. And this is part of why we encourage the use of the statewide [inaudible] so that we can help navigate that with the client as well. So, I want to talk a little bit about the intersections of gender identity and race and classism and sexism and, as you'll see in that middle bullet that's there, the word intersectionality is there. So, just a note about that word in general. I want to make sure that we hold up the fact that we can introduce the theory of intersectionality. In 1989 in a paper that she wrote for Legal Forum in Chicago and it was called "Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex, a Black Feminist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Anti-Racist Politics". The main argument of this black feminist paper is that the experience of being a black woman cannot be understood in terms of just being black or in terms of being a woman through sexism, but considered independently and it must include the interactions between the two. So, I want to make sure that we hold that up because it is often black women who are bringing these things to light. Often their work gets taken over and dismissed and revamped. And so, we want to make sure that we hold up Dr. Kimberle Crenshaw's work. Now, when we talk about the intersections of gender identity and sexual orientation, we really do want to highlight that people are more than their identities and they’re more, and their identities are more than you know. So, their ethnic identity, their racial identity, sexual identity. All of these points of visibility play into how they receive services as well. And that's all part of it. They may not just be LGBTQ, they're not going to be just LGBTQ. They might also be an LGBTQ person with a disability or person of color. And we need to make sure that we have training and sensitivity about all of that to be able to help serve all survivors better. And so, I have this example here. So, if we’re all equal, you know, we treat, we treat everybody the same is actually what I'm trying to get to. I've heard domestic violence and sexual violence programs say, well, we don’t need any kind of special programming, we see everybody the same. We're also empathetic. And one example of how people are not treated the same is policing. Social services, law enforcement, et cetera, are often not safe for LGBTQ survivors. On our warm line in our first year when we had 100 callers, 99 of those callers did not want to work with police because of past experiences. So, encouraging people to work with police right out of the gate, not knowing their history, means, you know, that we don’t understand those intersections very well. Oftentimes, 911 is the number one safety tip that programs give out. if you'll notice, on the Diverse and Resilient website and on our brochure, we actually don’t list 911 as a safety tip. People know to call 911 if they're in danger. But for some people, calling 911 actually creates more danger because of homophobia, transphobia, racism and sexism. So, this might not be an option for all survivors and I remind of that, the LGBTQ movement which has been redone and co-opted in so many different ways, this current iteration of the LGBTQ civil rights movement started as a riot against police violence against LGBTQ people at Stonewall in New York. So, that's just a little background on oppression and some of the intersections of identity. I'm going to talk more now about how we are going to step our agencies and what that looks like. So, the slide before you, we're going to go through a number of key things and we don’t have a ton of time to like get into this in depth. So, I'm going to encourage you at this point to go to, this is where we got this information for the rest of the seminar. For the rest of this webinar anyway. So, take a better look at your specific organization. I recommend Open Minds Open Doors, which is from the network [inaudible] and it is a PDF that you can access online. And then they have a workbook and all great material. So, as we begin that work, we want to make sure that we talk about sexual orientation, you know, just policies and things like that. So, sexual orientation and gender identity are just two that I, gender identity and gender expression, I should say. Those are things we're going to be talking about, as well. We want to make sure that those are included in your, first and foremost, your antidiscrimination policy for staff hiring. Because it tells us, it tells a lot about what we think about the LGBTQ community. If we don’t actually focus internally with our staff, as well. If we're not treating ourselves as LGBTQ folks and advocates well, that gives a signal to how we feel about the survivors we’re serving. So, that means your sick leave, emergency leave, insurance policies, all of that need to include LGBTQ folks. Lesbians, you know, LGBTQ folks need to hear this, need to know that these policies are in existence. But your staff, your volunteers need to be trained right up front as they come in the door. So, LGBTQ education. All employees and volunteers, as we said, in your organization, should receive this training. Again, End Abuse and DCF have made it easy. If you don’t have the ability to have somebody come in and do this training or you don’t have staff who has this expertise, you can access these webinars. We encourage you to play them in a staff meeting so that you can have conversations about what your policies are within your own communities and what needs to change. The training should include how partner abuse in LGBTQ communities differ from abuse in straight communities. It should also include myths and facts about partner abuse. It should include screening. If you're not familiar with the how to do screenings, that's a great conversation to have with your staff because abusers may try to access services that are intended for survivors for many reasons. They may be trying to block their partner from using those services. They may be trying to find their partner. We know that many times, abusers truly believe that they are the survivors and we've seen that. And we've had those discussions with survivors. Abusers often lack the empathy for their partner and they have a sense of entitlement in relationships that supports their belief that they are the person who was victimized. They’ll blame their partner for abusive action. Additionally, survivors present themselves [inaudible] because it's easier. Now, I say this as a reminder because I know all advocates have worked with survivors who have had this happen where they come forward and they may have almost where they say, oh, but this was something I did that was crappy and now I feel like an abuser. They may do so because their abusive partner has told them that they are the abuser or that they're to blame for the fights and explosive incidents and they may have been mistakenly perceived by police and been arrested as an abuser. So, we know that this happens in heterosexual communities. So, this is just a reminder that this happens within LGBTQ communities, as well. And we encourage anti-oppression training. At Diverse and Resilient, we do a monthly training with our staff. There's a general consensus that with an antiviolence movement that oppression is a key component as to why people abuse and tactics which abusers are going to use to control people. Because of that powerful link between oppression and domestic violence, anti-oppression training is essential for all members of your organization. LGBTQ survivors, like straight and Cisgender survivors, have multiple identities. We encourage you to collaborate with LGBTQ through an ally organization. And so, that could be through networking and technical assistance. Becoming an organization that is truly inclusive of LGBTQ individuals does require you to have a deliberate process. We encourage a strong collaboration with an organization that has expertise in LGBTQ partner abuse. Not all LGBTQ organizations have the information about partner abuse or even sexual or intimate partner violence within those agencies. And so a nice technical assistant relation assistant relationship could look like you providing them with information about abuses in relationships and you and them providing you with that technical assistance needed to understand LGBTQ identities better. This also helps the connection and support and connection to community issues, collaboration with LGBTQ providers, community groups and ally organizations can help your program be informed of new legislation and other issues that affect LGBTQ access and survivor access, all of which impact their stay in your program or their work with you. You can build these connections with programs as a way to hold accountability to yourself, as well. Partnering with an LGBTQ organization and asking them to be a partner to come in and work with you and we encourage you to pay them when they do that, helps you keep accountable as to what you're doing and it helps you run scenarios by them as you're learning through the system of support. And really we just want to reiterate that accountability is probably one of the best reasons we do this collaboration. Because when you build these, when you build these systems and connections and make connections within systems, it's a way to hold us all accountable including LGBTQ organizations who may not be serving survivors well. And so, we want those organizations to do their work better and we want heterosexual-designed programs and that is to say that they were designed with heterosexual people in mind, we want those programs to be doing better, as well. So, we know that, although collaboration and connection with LGBTQ community groups can be extremely beneficial for everything that we just talked about, your organization has to strike a balance and the co-advocates like Diverse and Resilient, we also have to strike a balance between being connected to LGBTQ communities and keeping LGBTQ survivors safe. Again, I cannot say this enough. Because LGBTQ communities can be very tight-knit and small, survivors may not feel safe going to your program if they believe that their abuser may have access to their information about your program. So, this means that there might be times that we have volunteers or people that are connected to our programs through to cause harm in communities. And that's not new to any of us who've been in this work for a minute. We have all dealt with that happening. But when an LGBTQ survivor comes to you with that information, you have to take it seriously. So, although collaboration is very important, really, the safety of survivors must come first. Policies, policies, policies. I think we talk about policies often on these webinars and yet, we cannot reiterate them enough. Policies that are actually living policies are effective. But policies that can change and flex with the program are extremely, extremely important. LGBTQ folks have been an important part of the DV and SA movements and many shelters, as we talked about before, have been founded and staffed by lesbian and bisexual women and gay and bisexual men and transgender individuals. Most domestic violence programs in the state have LGBTQ people working in them. The question for you and for them is, do they feel safe to be out at work? And if they're out, do they feel supported and safe in your organization? And are they always being asked to be the voice of the LGBTQ community? Are they always asking to be that spokesperson? That's not fair if they are. Are they a staff member who’s assigned to work with LGBTQ survivors, or do LGBTQ trainings in the organizations? If they do, they sometimes might feel [inaudible], unsupported or potentially unsafe. So, make sure you're checking in with staff. And sometimes compensating extra when you need to, if you're calling upon your staff to do that often. Anti-discrimination policies are important in your employee handbook, organizational policies must, should contain anti-discrimination and anti-harassment policies as we have talked about in these webinars. Which is why the staff is forward. If you are receiving DCF funding, this is a requirement of your organization. And that should include sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression. And these policies also have to have a procedure outlined for reporting discrimination and harassment that is available to all staff. Your hiring practices and order are also something you need to look at in order to encourage diversity on your staff. Post job opportunities and LGBTQ organizations, message boards and Listservs and clearly post the job description of your organization that encourages members of the LGBTQ community to apply. You can specifically say that. We encourage LGBTQ people and people of color to apply. That is how we list our job announcements as well at Diverse and Resilient. Family leave, also other benefits. Make sure that you are taking into account that LGBTQ families are equal to the heterosexual employee families that you work with, as well. And also, it is really important to have gender transition guidelines as part of your policy. To be fully welcoming of transgender employees, your organization should establish these policies in the event that an employee transitions from one gender to another. It is better to be proactive than to be reactive. So, we want to create this welcoming environment, right. We want to have screening for all. We want to have resources. We want to have a harassment policy and all of these other things done. I'm going to talk just a little bit about them. Again, a reminder that this has been adapted from the network la Red. So, clear your resource guide. It may be a very small resource guide, depending on where you are. And this is another great reason to partner with an LGBTQ because they might also have a resource guide. It's the easiest way for your organization to work. This is like the first easiest way for your organization to work towards better inclusion is just to have that guide available. Like, you have a guide available for other services for survivors. And do implement screenings for survivors in order to provide and in order to provide safe spaces for them. It's essential to screen. And I know we come from a movement where we didn’t want, we don’t want to screen out people, but we want to make sure we’re screening in people who are survivors and not abusers. Abusers can easily pretend to be survivors and block their partner from accessing services or to find their partner or to access them themselves. And as much focus as has been put on gender around shelters serving people, I will say that we haven’t effectively. If you're only serving women, I can promise you that you have lesbian and bisexual women in your shelter. And if you have served bisexual and lesbian women and transgender women in your shelter, and you haven’t had any kind of screening process, how do you know that their partner isn’t the one who is actually the victim of violence if you're not doing screening? So, additionally, survivors, as we talked about, may present themselves to you with abusive things that they have developed in a relationship as a form of survival, as a form of self-defense. We know that people use force for different reasons. Abusers use force to control and try to contain a person. And a survivor might use force to try to stop abuses happening to them and to stop what might be coming next. And sometimes survivors, as we know, they know their offenders so well that they can see it coming. And that is why we have to change the laws in the state from primary aggressors to predominant aggressors because we know that it isn’t always about who hits first. It is about the context of abuse ongoing in the relationship. So, also, antidiscrimination policies and anti-harassment policies, I want to make sure that we highlight those again, because I can't say enough about them. Make sure that, if you have questions about them, I'm available via phone. My number will be at the end of this webinar. But we are available to be able to provide some technical assistance as well as that. So, in addition to that, we're going to ask to look at your intake forms and add guidelines around LGBTQ people and how you welcome them in your program and that you will address homophobia, biphobia, and transphobia and have that policy lined out with the person as they come into your shelter so that they know what to do if they bump up against this in a shelter program. And we want to have inclusive gender language as we talk about, as we talk with folks and that means bathrooms, as well. Single stall bathrooms, if they still have male or female symbols on them, we encourage you to make them all gender bathrooms because there's no reason that a single stall bathroom should have to be gendered like that. And where you can have gender neutral bathrooms, we encourage you to look at that, as well. And when the media, so you know, you get called often from the media about domestic violence that's happening in your community. But you might not always get calls when it happens with an LGBTQ survivor or if there's been a homicide of an LGBTQ individual. We encourage you to respond. So, we want you to be responding to the media. We want you to reach out to the media to help educate the media about the stereotypes within the LGBTQ, about LGBTQ survivors and also doing this helps you, helps them identify you as a program that serves LGBTQ survivors. So, also, think about advertising in LGBTQ media or LGBTQ community spaces if you have them in your community. Speak about LGBTQ survivors in a public setting. When you're doing your speeches, or community education, sometimes we will hear people do that and we only hear them talk about women, women, women. And men, men, men as perpetrators and that leaves a whole lot of people out in the audience of LGBTQ survivors. And so, we encourage you to talk about LGBTQ survivors specifically in public settings. Attend LGBTQ events. If there are tabling opportunities, please ask those agencies if you can have a table at those events. Pridefests in communities are a great way for you to get your information out there. And think about how to tailor that information to LGBTQ survivors, as well. And partner with people on projects and announce that to the media so that the media sees that not only is this shelter doing this program but they’re partnering with the LGBTQ center in their town or the LGBTQ organization that's statewide. As you look at your intake form, here are some recommendations. We recognize this is not all-inclusive and we really do, first and foremost, encourage it's much easier when you let people just write in their orientation or their gender, when possible. But if you need to ask, we're talking specifically about gender and names here. We ask you to identify not their legal name or their preferred name, just allow them to write their name and to write out what their gender is. And pronouns, for example. I say my name is Kathy and I use she/her/hers pronouns. That's a way to be able to introduce yourself to somebody and ask them for what their pronouns are. We don’t ask any longer, necessarily, for. Well, I should say, we encourage you to ask not for preferred pronouns, because pronouns aren’t something that can be preferred or not preferred. If somebody is telling you the pronouns, we’re asking that you use those pronouns whether or not you prefer to use them. And as you can see, we did a survey where we didn’t have the ability to write in people's genders. And so, as you can see, on the right, we listed this as male, female, trans male, trans female or trans woman or trans man, gender nonconforming, intersex and then gender not listed. We learned as a result of this that we probably won't do surveys that don’t allow people to write outside the box because we had a lot of people who picked gender not listed. And so, we offer that as a learning experience at Diverse and Resilient. And we are an LGBTQ organization and that's to say that we’re constantly learning and language is constantly shifting and even this week in the interview, we recording in 2019, and the Webster's dictionary has come out and said that they/them as a pronoun is good to be used for single pronouns as people who use them as their pronouns. And the reason they gave that is because language, a living language, changes and that's what their jobs as editors is to do is to keep up with the changes. So, for everybody that's might be an English major who's saying but they/them doesn’t make sense, we ask you to consult your local dictionary site online. So, how do we do welcoming to our words? First of all, use terms like survivors rather than women when referring to the people that you serve is going to be one step in helping cover more survivors and use a variety of pronouns. And we know that when people leave a room and they left their sunglasses behind and we didn’t know who left them, we might say, hey, go get that person. They left their sunglasses behind. Use those types of pronouns when you can or gender neutral pronouns so that you can speak to all survivors. Use the term partner or abusive partner or offending partner rather than man, boyfriend, batterer, because again, this ends that stereotype that all offenders are male and that is not true. Also provide community support groups that include all community. Not just women-run support groups. You might have women-only spaces and that is okay, but also provide an option for other people who don’t identify as women to be a part of your support group. For your residential rooms that can be connected or separated. As we know, best practices are really to have private rooms and that's not always possible in most of our shelters. Private rooms, private bathrooms. But as you think about expanding, keep that in consideration that the more privacy that you can offer, it won't just benefit LGBTQ survivors. It will benefit all survivors. Use your existing space creatively for the LGBTQ people are not excluded. And when we think about that, we think about bathroom space and we also just think about rooms, as well. And provide gender inclusive restrooms for survivors who are staying in your shelter, as well. Consider the ways that you can communicate with the residents in your shelter that you're inclusive beginning at intake. Discuss the nondiscrimination policy with all new residents. Anybody that's worked in a shelter knows that we have been dealing with racism, sexism, homophobia, transphobia, in shelters for ever since shelters have been created, because that, because we serve the community and everybody is, everybody experiences racism and homophobia at, or everybody experiences feelings of those in our community so why would shelter programs be any different? And we have to act immediately on those when that happens, and rises up in our shelter program. So, if residents say or do something that is homophobic, transphobic or racist, address the issue. Address it in the moment. And also address it overall in your community meetings. And again, in your policy. We know that you, we know that there are other things that are to consider here, but especially those in survivors in LGBTQ or people of color. That's going to help them know what the recourse is when that happens in a shelter. So, as we talk about assessment on predominant aggressor, again, we want to talk about, you know, we know that power control is an assessment that we use. And that we need to keep that with all relationships when we're doing screenings. So, for physical injuries, we assess the impact. This is self-defense or who has the injuries. Again, this is just a reminder to advocates that we need to be doing these screenings better and we need to be understanding the survivors' experience better. And by asking them about how the violence is happening and going out from relationships you'll get some indicators about how they're surviving that and sometimes you might get an indicator that this person is not actually the survivor but somebody who's causing harm. So, when we think about that, again, physically assessing and then emotional. Whose world is getting smaller? Who’s feeling more isolated? Who feels more responsible or guilty about the abuse that just happened? We know that survivors often take the blame and offenders will often put the blame on the survivors or blame their transition, blame their hormones, whatever it is, they will blame the survivor. Economic violence, as well. So, who has control of the finances and are they used as a system of power and control? Sexual violence within intimate partner violence happens, as well. Talk to survivors about who controls decisions around sex? Are they both equally having input about that? Does one feel coerced or does one feel that they have to have sex in order to avoid conflict? Also remember that within all communities hookup violence is often underreported and not talked about. So, as we had a separate webinar about hookup violence, this is a reminder that one-time sexual encounter that may be anonymous, may be somebody that they know. But sexual violence happens within that, in that context, as well. And it doesn’t always completely fall under domestic violence programs or sexual violence programs. So, we want to make sure that we highlight that here, as well. So don’t, you know, don’t, as you’re asking about the experience a survivor is going through, don’t ask why anything happened. Ask, you know, what, who, how, where and when. So, is this coercive or aggressive behavior about trying to survive or trying to be in control? Again, we know that you know this because we all know this. But this is just a little refresher to remind us that, once again, it is about expressing who has control in this relationship and sometimes violence is used by a survivor who is trying to access surviving to get out of that situation. Talk to them about the effects. How did the behavior affect the person that you're talking to, the survivor that you're talking to. How did that impact them? if they are survivors, they will often talk about the trauma that they experienced from it or they may talk about how it's impacted their life in general, losing their job because their partner can’t stop calling their job or showing up at their job, things like that. And then intent. It isn’t about figuring out who did what to whom but it is about determining which person is exercising that power and control over the other person. So I give an example of a male called who called the hotline and said, hey, I hit my partner. I feel terrible. I don’t know what to do. Now, in the past, somebody might pick up that phone, hear a male voice, hear that they hit their partner, and assume that this person is the offender. As you get into the conversation, and this has happened specifically around this incident, when you would ask about this incident, you might then find out, as we did with this caller, that they were referring to a boyfriend and they hit that partner in response because that partner was coming to them to hurt them. And they felt really bad about striking out and hurting their partner, which is why they were calling the hotline. We know that that was self-defense. We were able to talk to the survivor about that. That, you know, it was the survivor gets hung up on or told they're a perpetrator, that puts them actually at more risk in their relationship and it gives the actual perpetrator more power and control over them. So, I'm going to go through some general screening questions again. We have partnered with different organizations and they are listed at the bottom of the screen because these are best practices that we continue to pass on. So, you know, first of all, ask any general questions about the relationship and what brought them victim in to us for support. These questions can help you build support and trust and take the questions here, so just ask them about their relationships. Start with that. If something in particular happened to make them call us, and what is or are your concerns right now? And you'll start to get a general idea of what's happening with that caller. Another question, have you, this is one that I have used. It has been really effective and if somebody is causing harm, they don’t necessarily see this coming. When I say, hey, have you or your ex-partner or current partner, ever used our services before? Now, it could be that the survivor has had an offender who has used our services, but typically an offender or somebody who's causing abuse in relationship, causing harm to another, will may defensively say, and this has happened with a call that I've taken, well, no, I, she's never, yes, yes, actually, she called. She called your program but she wasn’t on her medication, she's bipolar, blah, blah, blah. And went into this whole victim-blaming thing. And then when we talked further, we realized that this person who was calling was actually the offender and the person had used our services before and so, for us, we were able to say, you know what, this is a conflict of interest if we've had that person who used our services before. Because we certainly did not want to serve an offender. And we gave them information on offender services. This is not a screen out question because we want to make sure that you're not using a screen LGBTQ survivors out. That happens enough on the hotline so please just make sure that this is not to screen out. But we want to discuss being defensive and then we have in front of you right now, like, again, we have an excellent service. They lied about abuse and things like that. And then you can dig deeper into that. And it does require advocacy skills on these calls as well, and not just one. So, getting, you know, more specific, you know, ask people for examples of sharing how that abuse, you know, has happened. And give me an example of what that means. And people will tell you, a survivor will be able to tell you in their own voice and there's no mistaking when a survivor is telling you their story that they are a survivor. An abuser has some very telling things that come out if you keep them talking long enough about what has happened. And when you look at patterns of behavior, you might ask, how often does this happen and that gives you an indication of the ongoing length of the issue. So, entitlement, as well. So, as we look at, we remember that domestic violence, you know, and intimate partner violence, specifically, is about power and control. But it’s also entitlement. It could be entitlement based on race, it could be entitlement based on economic justice, citizenship, all of those things. When I used to teach a class called Eve at Harbor House, and that was a very specific, and it was a gender group. It was for women who'd been arrested for using force. The majority of the women who had been arrested for using force, we were finding, in a dual arrest, were being arrested because they were fighting back and it was self-defense. But every once in a while, we would have an offender who came through who was using force as a form of power and control. And the number one thing that came through those classes was a sense of entitlement that mirrored the male abuser program that we were working with at that time. So, we know that entitlement is a part of the questions that we need to ask. So, are you able to be fully yourself with your gender, sexuality with this person? Ask the survivor that question. Are you able to work? Is your ex-partner able to work? Are you out? These are questions that might help you. And we do ask about immigration and race, because, especially if it is a relationship where the survivor may be a person of color and their abuser is white, often race and immigration status are used as a tool of the abuse. Isolation. We're going to see isolation probably even more as a barrier within the LGBTQ community. They may have been cut off from family or friends because of their sexual orientation or gender, I should say, because of the response from their families about their sexual orientation or gender identity or gender expression. But we still want to ask about isolation. Can they contact friends or family. And family here, it means the family not of their origin or family of birth, but the family that they choose to have. I, you know, can they contact friends or family or service providers? We know how to screen for isolation, but don’t forget to do this. Especially with LGBTQ survivors. And agency, do they have a sense of agency with themselves? Are they able to make decisions for themselves? Ask them what led them to reach out for support. And a number of different things here, which are on the screen before you. Asking things about the control, who's controlling the decisions in their lives and oftentimes, survivors are calling at a time when their partner has gone to work because it's a lot safer then to make the call. When their partner is anywhere around and that can tell you something, as well. So, again, also looking at effects and consequences of behavior. You know, asking, is there a time where you felt your partner or your ex-partner or current partner's behavior has changed and when it feels unsafe or uncomfortable? Survivors know that the person that they’re living with or in a relationship better than anybody and they can tell when that person is starting to turn towards a rage and we know with the cycle of abuse, the honeymoon period which is a horrible term for it, but that time where the partner is being really nice, you know, happens, and then that tension building happens. And survivors know that they’ll start to ask them about those types of things. We'll ask them how many times a day the partner or ex-partner checks in on them and things like that. And just basically their basic ability to do what they want, to have the options that they want, is that getting bigger or smaller? And that includes the ream of sexual reproductive freedom and all of that, as well. Are they able to have a say in how that happens within their lives too, whether or not their sex is protected and safe or not. Fear and dread is an indicator of somebody being hurt or hurting somebody else. When you ask the question, have you ever or have you ever been afraid of your partner and asking when was the first time or when was the last time? Helps us build the story. Because it can help them start with the story if you give them direct questions like that. Do you feel safe with your ex-partner is at the home? No is a question. If no is the answer, you need to be having more of a conversation. At Diverse and Resilient, when people come in for testing, we have that question if people are experiencing abuse in relationships and about 20% of individuals coming in for testing have indicated they have. About three percent of individuals coming in for testing indicate that they are not safe going home. And when we see that, we know that that's a time we need to have expert conversations about safety and assessing that in the moment. So, also, just again, fear or dread, have you ever felt or do you feel out of favor, uneasy in their relationship? And this might be, again, we don’t ask a lot of why, but this is the time when you ask when. When was the last time, when was the first time? That kind of tells you how it happens and possibly the why. And the why might be the, they might understand the why differently than we ask and survivors might say, I pushed their button. I shouldn’t have said this, I shouldn’t have said that. Survivors will often take responsibility for the violence that has been inflicted upon them. And again, getting to use of violence. Ask the survivor, how do you define violence in your relationship? Have you experienced violence in your relationship? What's the most recent incident, and what does that, what's the worst case? And we know from talking with survivors, they might say, oh, no, no, no. I've never been physically harmed. Well, except, except, except. And they start to give you those exceptions. And again, we don’t need to see physical violence to be, to have this person be a survivor of violence within their relationship. You know, asking them have they ever felt the need to be violent is an indicator, too. And knowing that survivors may say, well yes, I just wanted to smack that person, as the result of being abused in that moment. And so, make sure that you're very clear about when they feel that they could be violent. And when they feel that they need to self-defend. Also, asking about forced sex within the LGBTQ community and with all survivors is really part of this. And it has taken us, you know, a lot of years and movement to be able to talk about rape and sexual assault within intimate partner violence relationships and there's still, you know, some law enforcement agencies that don’t charge it as sexual assault and sexual violence and we can encourage the question and how did this happen, because when that happens in a relationship, it is sexual assault and rape and sexual violence. So, that is where we're at with screening and assessment. And we gave you the link for all of the information provided from some of these resources. We'd encourage you to go to those websites. It is now my pleasure to talk about this, what we've just talked about, in a more in depth way by talking to somebody who is a colleague of mine and a friend of mine in the movement and somebody who I met when I first started doing this work by just doing a poll search on Wisconsin websites to find out who was serving LGBTQ survivors. And lo and behold, I came upon Rainbow House in Marinette, Wisconsin. And I had the pleasure of meeting Courtney Olson at that time. So, I want to welcome Courtney to this webinar. We're going to do a series, a little interview with Courtney so that you can hear the perspective from a director, somebody working in a mainstream domestic violence program, what this experience is like. So, welcome, Courtney.
>> Thank you, Kathy. I'm glad to be here today.
>> Thank you. So, you are one of the shelters proudly identifying as a gender-inclusive shelter. Congratulations on that, and thrilled to see that. So, when did that work of being so inclusive begin for you?
>> Well, Kathy, I started working at Rainbow House in 2001 as the Executive Director. And at that time, we did not have any staff with more than a year's worth of experience. So, in that first year on the job, I was presented with a male client who needed shelter services. And I asked the staff what our current practice was. Nobody knew. We wrote the policy and there really wasn’t a written policy other than we did not discriminate in our hiring practices. So, I utilized that to guide me in my decision making and our shelter doors opened at that time to serving male clients. I don’t know what the practice was, but that's when we first began this work. 
>> Okay. So, I was going to ask you about your motivation for this. It sounds like your motivation was, you didn’t really have a guideline except for your nondiscrimination policy. 
>> That’s correct. I felt it was the right thing to do. That anybody could be a survivor of domestic violence and so we did not discriminate. And I think that was really the guiding principle for us. We did not realize at the time that we made that decision that we were doing anything unusual or novel. I think we may have become inadvertently the first program in the state to be inclusive of all survivors. 

>> And you just happened to be named Rainbow House, which we know that the LGBTQ rainbow is kind of a signal for welcoming spaces. So, we love that coincidence that you're also named Rainbow House as a mainstream domestic violence shelter. So, can you tell me about any of the challenges that you might have had doing this work, being gender inclusive? Both with, maybe within the movement itself but also just working with survivors. 
>> Absolutely. I would say some of the challenges we've experienced when doing this work is really in making connections with the LGBTQ community and making sure that our social media, our website, our local community resources and schools were promoting the fact that we were inclusive. I would say really putting that information out there on your website was one of the very best ways we could connect and we've had schools contact us from other communities looking for training opportunities for their students. And for their staff. So, I think that having that information out there. I know it was a little unnerving at first to put it out. I think in all the time we've been doing this, I've gotten one negative phone call from a community member who asked me a lot of inappropriate questions and I just said, you know, you don’t need to use our services. 
[LAUGHTER]
>> So, I feel like that is a challenge. Early on we felt that we really needed to work to dispel the notion that our agency only served women. So, that can be challenging. You know, I think it's still often thought of that this is a, I've heard people just within the last week or so, refer to our agency as a battered women's shelter. Very dated terminology. So, we really work to change that mentality. Early on, there were not a lot of resources available in our community that we were aware of. Over time, some of the things that have changed, we've seen therapists now in our community who specifically identify in their own advertising that they serve LGBTQ clients. We've had the benefit of having an LGBTQ center open up on our two-year campus. And that's been a wonderful resource for connecting in with students. People have actually even sent our staff to, there have been LGBTQ 101 classes on campus and we've paid for that for our staff. And it's really helped build, I think, and create greater awareness both within our agency and in the community as a whole that we are all inclusive in our services. 
>> Well, it sounds like you’re handling the challenges very well. I imagine there's probably some successes, too, that have come around. Or just some bonuses of working with the LGBTQ community. Do you have any examples of successes? 
>> Absolutely. Some of the successes we've had at Rainbow House. I think one of the greatest ones has been working with the LGBTQ center on campus. The students at that center help us in reviewing our website materials. To make sure that we were being completely inclusive and appropriate in our materials. And it's quite funny, the students identified that our webpage designer had put up a photograph of a male and female in that one webpage. Like, if there was one spot that you wouldn’t want to have it, that's where it was. But I was so used to looking at it, I didn’t see it myself. So it is really good to have extra eyes on your social media to make sure that you're doing things right. And we've loved having that partnership. As part of that partnership, we help the LGBTQ center develop our library for books that were appropriate for all ages. And so, some of those kind of community partnerships are great. I can tell you that just within our shelter, one of the experiences we had recently was we had a male a client who had come to us for services and he was with us for a while. One day he disappeared and we were unable to contact him. I was really concerned about that. I worried about whether or not he felt welcome in our space and wondered if maybe that was a reflection we didn’t have an opportunity to do an exit survey. I was very glad when, within about a month, he returned. Not that he needed to continue our services, but that he felt welcome and able to do so and that he knew our doors were open for him. I've also talked with directors at other agencies, Shannon Fairey in Madison has talked about experiences she has had with serving men in shelters. She had a young father with a toddler who was really struggling to just take care of day-to-day activities with a baby with him. And the story that Shannon told us was about how the women in the shelter really wrapped around him and helped him through that initial phase where things were chaotic and in crisis to just stabilize his family living situation. So, we found that people tend to be very accepting once they get past that initial discomfort and are able to have those kind of conversations and in those shared communal spaces. 
>> So, let me ask you, if you had a staff member or a volunteer who expressed religious beliefs about the LGBTQ community that wasn’t inclusive, what do you think your response would be?
>> Well, my initial response would be to provide them additional training. I really think that making sure that our staff and our volunteers are accepting and inclusive of everyone is crucially important. Maybe they don’t understand that anybody could be a survivor. Long-term, if that perception persisted, my inclination would be that perhaps this isn’t the right space for them to be working in. When we run into conflicts with other clients in shelters feeling uncomfortable that there was somebody who didn’t look or seem like them, what I've done relative to that is, we would suggest that that client could, maybe find someplace else to be. We're not going to allow the person who is acting in a discriminatory way to define how we provide services. And if they're not comfortable in our inclusive space, we'll try to help them transition to another agency or other options that might fit them better.
>> Great. So, since you first implemented being gender inclusive, what has changed both in, maybe in your shelter program but also just in society and in the movement in general. What has changed? 
>> In our community, I would say that there is a lot more awareness, a lot more acceptance. And a lot more options for resources. When we first started, there really, in a small, rural area, there wasn’t anything to begin with. And I've seen these resources and community connections grow over time. That's been really beneficial. We make changes even within our own agency. You know, I think we always have to be rethinking how we provide services. For example, one of the things we recently decided to offer, we had a sexual assault survivor in the shelter who was uncomfortable with having a male in her space. She didn’t realize the orientation differences and that, you know, there was no threat to her. But one of the things we decided to do is to put programmable locks on each room that people have their own private safe space that they feel like they can retreat into. And when the client checks out, we can easily reprogram the locks and that way, I think people feel a little more safe and secure within our shelter facility with it being inclusive. So, I mean, there are always ways that we can be improving the way that we provide services. 
>> So, since you've been serving LGBTQ survivors or just all genders for so long, since 2001, I think?
>> Yeah, yeah. 
>> What have you learned about LGBTQ survivors or gender inclusive programming? 
>> I would say what I've learned is really the idea that anybody can be a survivor and that we all have need for support services. It may look different for every individual. And as long as we focus on their individual concerns and the person in front of you, and not try to compare them to other clients but to really listen to their experience, you will figure out tools to help. 
>> Where do you think we need to continue to grow as a system and as, just state-wide survivors as a movement? Where do we need to grow? 
>> Personally, I believe that, given the survey data that was collected at Pridefest, the fact that the vast majority of LGBTQ survivors don’t necessarily feel included in the spaces that we already have available, means we need a lot more training and a lot more responsiveness to address that within our own programs. I think it's easy to believe that maybe the LGBTQ community doesn’t exist in where you’re at. That's a mistake. It happens everywhere. It doesn’t matter if you’re in a large, urban area or a small rural town, the LGBTQ community is among us across the state. And we all need to be prepared to provide that service. I also think we should be aware that perhaps for those who absolutely aren’t comfortable utilizing mainstream programs, that there should be some additional resources available that only serve those populations for those who otherwise might not come. 
>> Right. I like that you bring up that there are LGBTQ survivors everywhere because we often in rural programs don’t always focus on that, and what we hear from rural survivors is the isolation of being LGBTQ in a small isolated community sometimes just increases the barrier that they have for accessing services. So, thank you for bringing up that piece of information. Do you have anything else that you want to add that we might not have covered?
>> I'm just really glad that we now have partners like Diverse and Resilient in our community that help us with co-advocacy. Even if you think that you're doing a good job in your program, it never hurts to give Kathy a call. She is fabulous to work with and very accessible.
>> Thank you. And thank you so much for being with us today on this webinar and sharing with us your experiences at Rainbow House and we thank all of your staff as well.
>> Thank you. 
>> So, with that, I just want to highlight that we're coming close to the end of this webinar. And you have a number of resources. We've listed some resources here on this page, those of us who are in the room are on this page as well as some LGBTQ anti-violence organizations, specifically that we partner with. And some of the images that you saw on this presentation comes from this gender spectrum collection. And it's a beautiful selection of pictures that you can use for your media, both social media and presentations that help you kind of break out of the gender binary of showing just heterosexual cisgender white women as survivors. And they have some guidelines and their guidelines are very respectful and very easy. And mainly that you just don’t make profit off of this, but that you’re using it just to be more inclusive in your programming. At the end of this webinar, you will be also given a link to resources not just our PowerPoint, but that resource list that we talked about earlier is going to be in there. There's a protocol as well for screening for potential abusers from days out of Madison and we just want to highlight that they are currently revamping that to make it much more gender inclusive. So, if there is gendered language in there right now, know that they're working on that as well. And then, from Out and Equal, we have the non-binary practices document that just came to my attention this week and so we share that with you, as well. And that is it for this webinar. We encourage you to share this with your staff. And again, it would be really fantastic if you could do this and have the space to have the conversation with your staff. And that is all that we have for today. We thank you so much. You see some books and publications in front of you right now and that is available. There's some website availability and YouTube available. And again, for more information, please feel free to contact me via email or the number that is at the beginning of this presentation, which is 414-856-LGBT to get ahold of me by phone. You can either call or text. All right. And we're going to encourage you to take the survey, feedback, to get that information for evaluation. We desperately do want to hear what went well about this and what maybe didn’t go so well. So, please do take that survey. And with that, we are done. Thank you very much. 

